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1).  WHY THE MEDIA IS “THE ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE"

On Aug 16, 2018, at 6:32 PM, Matrix Productions <contact@mecfilms.com> wrote:

WHY THE MEDIA IS “THE ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE"

 

James Jaeger

 

 

It's sometimes difficult to articulate exactly why the media, more properly, the 

Mainstream Media, is the enemy of WE THE PEOPLE but here is the basic reason.

 

The Mainstream Media includes the 6 TV networks in New York, the 6 major studios in 

Hollywood and the 6 Media Conglomerates that own not only these 12 networks and studios, but 

hundreds of other subsidiary media companies that have strategically infiltrated the commsphere 

of the nation.

 

These 18 corporate entities -- 6 conglomerates, 6 studios, 6 networks -- are dominated by 

politically liberal, not very religious Jewish males of European heritage in their top executive 

positions.  This narrowly defined group, what could be called the "CONTROL GROUP," spews 

out private propaganda that conforms only to its interests, values, cultural perspectives and 

prejudices and ignore, suppresses or attacks all else. 
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Of prime interest to the CONTROL GROUP is the Globalist Agenda.  The Globalist 

Agenda is an agenda to destroy the United States and make it but a province of a one-world 

Global Government known as the New World Order.

 

In order to do this, the Mainstream Media has been using social engineering technologies 

originated by a Marxist splinter group, known as the Frankfurt School.

 

The three main technologies used by the Frankfurt School to brainwash WE THE 

PEOPLE are know as "critical theory," "androgyny" and "cultural pessimism."  The long-term 

program the Frankfurt School is operating on is known as "the long march through the cultural 

institutions."  The primary cultural institutions the Marxists are "marching through" (infiltrating) 

are the Mainstream Media and Academia. 

 

Since Trump is against the Globalist Agenda, and he's against socialism, a milder form of 

Marxism, the brainwashed zombies in the Mainstream Media and Academia are attacking him 

relentlessly because they are being exposed.  This is why Trump has called the media "the enemy 

of the people."

 

And indeed the media, the Mainstream Media IS the enemy of the people because it's 

pushing an anti-Constitutional Globalist Agenda that's socialist, if not Marxist and Communist in 

nature.  This Agenda has already destroyed the Middle Class of the nation by outsourcing 50,000 

factories and millions of jobs -- almost our entire manufacturing base -- to Communist slaves in 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/aug/16/trump-press-editorials-response-opposition-party
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China.

 

In short, the Mainstream Media is helping build up Communist China while destroying 

the Capitalist United States.

 

Why.  Because Marxism is anti-capitalism.  The destruction of capitalism is one of the 10 

planks of the Communist Manifesto.  Read it, it's available at Amazon.

 

So here's the chain of causality:  The Mainstream Media promotes critical theory and 

androgyny.  These two social engineering technologies, especially androgyny,  are used to 

undermine the Family Unit. Look how many movies portray families as undesirable and 

dysfunctional (1).  The Family Unit is the building block of the Middle Class.  The Middle Class 

is the engine of a capitalist society.  Destroy the Family Unit and the Middle Class and you 

destroy the capitalist society.  Have you ever seen a Hollywood movie where the corporation or 

profit are NOT the "bad guys"? 

 

So the Media is definitely the enemy of the people because it's pushing principles and 

practices that are Marxist.

 

We are not a Marxist nation and to push these Communist principles under the banner of 

"political correctness" is destructive to Constitutional principles.  The MEDIA does this 

relentlessly 24/7 thus it's an enemy of WE THE PEOPLE. It's an enemy of WE THE PEOPLE 
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because it's against the Constitutional principles for which we stand. 

 

Given these things, the companies that comprise the TV networks, hence the Mainstream 

Media, should have their broadcast licenses revoked.  The conglomerates that are way too 

horizontally integrated should be divested or shut down under the Sherman anti-Trust laws.

 

Get the full story about the media and Hollywood in a 4-part mini series entitled 

MAINSTREAM.  Find out exactly what the Frankfurt School's technologies are and how they 

are being applied to indoctrinate a nation in a documentary named CULTURAL MARXISM -- 

both available at www.MoviePubs.net

 

 

------------------------------------

(1) See the movie CULTURAL MARXISM for details at www.HomeVideo.net.

     

 Originated: 16 August 2018

 

Please forward this to your mailing list. 

The mainstream media will probably not address this subject because they have 

conflicts of interest with their advertisers, stockholders and the political candidates they 

http://www.moviepubs.net/
http://www.homevideo.net/
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send campaign contributions to. It's thus up to responsible citizens like you to disseminate 

important issues so that a healthy public discourse can be initiated or continued. Your 

comments and suggestions are welcome and future versions of this research paper will 

reflect them.

Permission is hereby granted to excerpt and publish all or part of this article 

provided nothing is taken out of context. Please give reference to the source URL.

Any responses you proffer in connection with this research paper when emailed or 

posted as an article or otherwise, may be mass-disseminated in order to continue a public 

discourse. Unless you are okay with this, please do not respond to anything sent out. We 

will make every effort, however, to remove names, emails and personal data before 

disseminating anything you submit.

Don't forget to watch our documentary films listed below so you will have a better 

understanding of what we believe fuels most of the problems under study at Jaeger 

Research Institute. We appreciate you referring these documentary films to others, 

purchasing copies for your library, screening them for home audiences and displaying 

them on your public-access TV channels. The proceeds from such purchases go to the 

production of new documentaries. Thank you.

If you wish to be removed from this mailing list go to http://
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www.jaegerresearchinstitute.org/mission.htm but first please be certain you are not 

suffering from Spamaphobia as addressed at http://www.jaegerresearchinstitute.org/articles/

spamaphobia.htm
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